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In front of Lin Ziming, he didn’t dare to have any unruly thoughts, because
he always felt that any unruly thoughts in himself would be seen through by
Lin Ziming, and there was no way to hide it.
In the next half month, nothing happened, as if this grievance had been
resolved, and the other party no longer troubled him.
However, the good times did not last long. Lin Ziming heard a message
immediately that something happened to Wang Shougui’s side. His son,
after school, was beaten up by a group of people. He was so heavy that his
ribs were broken. !
There was even a concussion.
When Wang Shougui heard this message, he almost fainted immediately.
He only has one son, who is as dear as a baby, and now he is beaten like this,
he simply can’t accept it.
He rushed over angrily, using his energy to find out the assailants. With his
current energy, as long as he is not a very big person, he can directly let the
other person evaporate.
But by the way, the other party is a big man.
He investigated the location of the assailant and killed him aggressively to
get revenge. As a result, he kicked the steel plate directly this time. Not only
did he not get revenge, but he was beaten severely and almost killed him.
Go in.
At this moment, he could no longer hide it, and he also knew that he must
have provoke a big man, and he couldn’t solve it with his ability.
He can only call Lin Ziming, “Dong Lin…”
When Lin Ziming received this call from him, he knew it immediately, and
the other party made another move, and this time, the move was even more
ruthless.
The clay figurines have three points of anger, let alone Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming was on fire right now, and he directly killed him.
Soon, he saw Wang Shougui wrapped in a mummy in the hospital, and his
anger rose!
“Dong Lin, you want to avenge me this time! I was beaten up, so-called, but
this beast, beating my son like this, I really can’t swallow this breath! This
beast, obviously came to trouble me!” Wang Shougui gritted his teeth.
Lin Ziming nodded and said in a deep voice, “Don’t worry, I will give you
an explanation.”
“Thank Lin Dong!” Wang Shougui was immediately grateful.
Coming out of the hospital, Lin Ziming knew that he could no longer sit and
wait for death.
At the same time, in a mysterious place in Province H, a flaming dress
stared at the man in front of him, and said angrily: “Lei Zhen! Why are you
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bothering Lin Ziming!?”
Lei Zhen walked in a hurry. He looked like an ancient man with long hair
and a Han costume.
Especially his appearance is extremely handsome, killing all the small meat
on the market in seconds.
“Nishang, I said, you are mine, now you give yourself to him, so I can only
kill him.” Lei Zhen said with a smile, without a trace of killing intent, but
like a spring breeze.
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